
KANTHA CUSHION
The Summer House Collection

The latest collection from the Liberty Fabrics design studio drew 
inspiration from the interiors of 17th and 19th century orangeries. 

The Summer House quilting collection illustrates the grand architecture 
of these structures – paying homage to the details of decorative tiled 

flooring, iron works and trellises.

Archival artworks are translated into conversational prints inspired by 
citrus fruits, plants and vines weaving amongst detailed ironworks, while 

floral geometric designs evoke the forms of intricate tiles.
The Summer House collection is available in three distinct colourways, 

offering a tonal palette that graduates from neutrals to blues with hints of 
citrus tones and warm reds.



KANTHA CUSHION
Finished size approx. 24 “ x 24” (60cm x 60cm )
MATERIALS:
• LIBERTY - SUMMER HOUSE

MANOR TILE - 5671X
25” x 25” for backing

KEW TRELLIS - 5670V
One strip  -  4” x WOF

TOPIARY CHEVRON - 5674X
One strip  -  3” x WOF

CONSERVATORY FRUITS - 5668X
One strip  -  4” x WOF
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The fabric requirements is for making cushion as shown 
in the photograph. Before cutting review the placement of 
colours in case you want to make you own choices.

VICTORIA FLORAL - 5669X
One strip  -  3” x WOF

• light batting 26” x 26”
• plain fabric for backing cushion front 26” x26”
• 30cm zip
• European pillow or fibre filling

HIDCOTE BERRY - 5676W
One strip  -  3” x WOF

CAMBRIDGE FERN - 5677X
One strip  -  3” x WOF

Kantha embroidery is unique because of its 
extensive use of the running stitch. This is one 
of the basic hand stitching techniques suitable 
for beginners. Usually the stitch under the fabric 
should be shorter than the one above leading to 
the distinctive wavy wrinkled look to the fabric. 
Remember the closer and tighter the stitches, the 
stiffer the fabric will feel compared to the stitching 
being further apart.
We use DMC Cotton Perle 5 and 8 for stitching. 
These threads are 100% colourfast and available 
in wide variety of colours. You can used blending 
or contrasting colours for stitching to achieve 
different look.
Liberty fabrics from Summer House collection 
blend absolutely gorgeous together in this 
cushion.

FEATHER DANCE - 5673X
One strip  -  4” x WOF
One strip  -  3” x WOF

HAMPTON VINES - 5672X
One strip  -  3” x WOF
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There is no particular order to this pattern as all 
fabrics compliment each other.
Sub cut  3” and 4” strips into variety of length 
pieces - 21/2”, 31/2”, 41/2”, 5” and 6”long.
Arrange them into strips approximately 26” long 
and stitch pieces together with ¼”seam allow-
ance. Press seams. 
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BASTING
With wrong sides facing, layer the plain backing 
fabric, batting and top. 
Smooth out all creases and baste or pin layers 
together. 
Fill your cushion with rows of running stitches 
parallel to the stitch line using variety of DMC 
Cotton Perle as desired.
We spaced lines of running stitch approximately 
1/2” apart on the large strips and a bit closer on 
the smaller strips.

MAKE UP
Trim finished cushion front to the square. The 
measurement will vary depending on the tension 
of your stitching.
With right sides together stitch along the edge 
leaving an opening on one side. Turn cushion 
inside out, clip corners to reduce bulk if required. 
Insert fibre filling and slip stitch the opening.


